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WILL THEY STAY?
TAX MATTERS
with Dominic Bourquin of
Monahans

SINCE
the referendum,
we have seen
unprecedented levels of
enquiries and requests for
help and I see no end to that for
the foreseeable future. The absence
of any real government plans on how
to proceed has created uncertainty for so
many.
Statements from the Home Secretary
ryy and
Minister for Immigration indicate that future
residence rights of individual EU nationals in the
UK will be a matt
tter
t for exit negotiations. Under EU
law, EU nationals exercising their treaty rights in the
UK will continue unchanged until the UK actually leaves
the EU. That follows the formal notification of withdrawal
under Article 50, or the end of the two-year negotiation
period.
With the uncertainties, there is a view by immigration law
practitioners that European Economic Area (EEA) nationals
and their families should take steps as early as possible to
protect their position by securing the best migration status they
are entitled to. This could include permanent residence if eligible
or obtaining the necessary
ryy certificates to confirm their rights,
including appropriate employment records.
But what does it mean for employers?
Generally, it seems the immediate position is okay and businesses
are continuing with their recruitment in the same way as before
the referendum took place. Many businesses holding Sponsorship
Management Licenses are still considering foreign nationals as part of
their recruitment mix. For some, however, the strategy is to hold back on
recruitment and see how Brexit plans impact their potential future hiring.
The eff
ffect
f
of Brexit can only be measured once the government
provides an exit manifesto with clear signs of how it will aff
ffect
f
immigration. Immigration remains a complex topic for negotiation and
may not meet the expectations of people who voted either way.
Sadly, there is the potential for many more years of uncertainty in the
immigration process, leading to employers becoming reticent to recruit
or only considering UK citizens for their work. This reluctance is due
primarily to employers not recognising or understanding who they are
legally entitled to consider employing as having a “right to work in the
UK”. In the long term this could result in businesses finding it even harder
to recruit and the downstream eff
ffect
f
of nationally recognized industry
ryy
occupation shortages which will aff
ffect
f
every
ryone.
y
The issue of illegal working has been in the spotlight recently. For
employers and for those already working in the UK, the government
has taken steps to tighten the rules around illegal working too. This
makes it increasingly diffi
fficult
fi
for illegal immigrants to remain in the UK
undiscovered.
For businesses, employing an illegal worker amounts to a criminal
off
ffence
f
and the new regulations will result in harsh penalties for those
businesses who fail to undertake immigration checks and turn a blind
eye to those who do not meet the immigration requirements.
Immigration law is complex, frequently changing and is not an
easily navigable subject. All of the Brexit uncertainty combined
with the recent changes to the Immigration Act 2016 can leave
businesses unclear about their right to employ those with a “right
to work in the UK”. Gett
tting
t
current, impartial advice as part of
a HR policy is recommended if you currently employ or are
looking to employ foreign nationals and EU nationals in the
future.
l My G Ltd is a member of the Immigration Law
Practitioners Association and OISC providing
immigration services to individuals and businesses
across the South West of England. See
visaworkpermits.co.uk or call 01373 301194.
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immigration advice
and services –
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for businesses
following June’s
Brexit vote

THE latest quarterly report presents
the Bank of England’s assessment
of the latest developments in bank
funding and credit conditions and
covers Q2 2016.
Having improved over the past
few years, the cost and availability
of credit to companies of all sizes
was unchanged in the three months
ahead of the EU referendum,
according to the Bank of England’s
Credit Conditions Survey. However,
the demand for credit was affected
by the EU referendum.
Lenders reported a fall in
availability of credit to the commercial
property sector for the first time since
Q2 2012, possibly as a result of a
weak outlook for commercial property
prices.
Demand for credit from larger
corporates slowed before the
referendum as activity declined
and caution prevailed. In contrast,
demand for lending from SMEs
increased. Merger and acquisition
activity is generally stronger in the
larger corporate market where it is
more straightforward to finance deals,
so the slowing of that activity would
reduce the demand for credit.
Post-referendum, most major UK
lenders expect the availability of
corporate credit to remain steady in
the short term but to see continued
tightening of credit availability to
the commercial property sector.
The expectation is that we are likely
to see a continued slowdown in
demand for credit both from larger
corporates and SMEs as investment
decisions are delayed.
Interestingly, the Institute of
Directors surveyed their members
between June 24 and 26 and found
that more than a third would cut
investment in their business following
the referendum outcome.
Our view is that the uncertainties
created by Brexit are real and will
affect business confidence and
investments, but the extent to which
new markets and opportunities
become available as Britain exits the
EU should not be undersold.
The Q3 review will be available
in October 2016 and should make
interesting reading.
 Dominic Bourquin is a corporate
tax partner at Monahans.
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